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Summary

Here, for the tIrst time in E,nglish, one of the most fertile models in the theory of art
and literature is being presented and explained: the stra'ta model. At the same time, the
theories of its most important proponents (Nicolai Hartman and Roman Ingarden) are
being reconciled with each other. Lastly, the advantages of the strata model are demonstrated
by a clarification of open questions: 1. How can art be differentiated ontologically from
other objects? 2. How can the various kinds of art be defined ontologically? 3. In what
retationship does the strata model stand to Marxist art theory? 4. How can the concepts of
structure, genre, and Aristotle's Three Unities be explained in view of the strata model? 5.
How do "artistic values" differ from "iIesthetic values"? 6. Where can literary values be
located within the strata model?

Zusammenfassung
Hier wird zum ersten Mal in englischer Sprache eines der fruchtbarsten Oenkmodelle

der .Kunst- und Literaturwissenschaft vorge.stellt und erHiutert. Zugleich werden die
Anschauungen seiner wichtigsten Vordenker (Nicolai Hartmann und Roman Ingarden)
miteinander in Einklang gebracht. Danach werden Vorteile des Schichten-Modells
exemplarisch an der KHirung von einigen noch immer offenen Fragen demonstriert: 1.
Wodurch unterscheidet sich Kunst ontologisch von anderen Objekten? 2. Wie lassen sich
die Kunstarten ontologisch voneinander abgrenzen? 3. Wie verhalt sich das Schichtenmodel]
zur marxlstischen Literaturtheorie? 4. Wie verhalten sich der Strukturbegriff, der
Gattungsbegriffund die "drei Einheiten" des Aristoteles zum Schichtenmodell? 5. Wodurch
unterscheidet sich "kiinstlerischer'; von "asthetischem" Wert? 6. Wo sind literarische Werte
im Schichtenmodell anzusiedeln?
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I. The Strata Model

New concepts and models of thinking can precipitate new insights by giving a fresh
direction to our observations and showing us what to look for. One very
productive model for viewing complex phenomena in literature is the "strata" concept, a
way of distinguishing in literature layers or levels, similar to geological strata. To our
knowledge, Platoe was the first to use a strata model for his description of the psychological
functions of man, in which he uses the metaphor ofa chariot driver. Since Romanticism V\e
encounter traces of strata models more frequently, especially in psychology. Sigmund
Freud3 made them famous with his strata of the id, the ego, and the superego. He realized.

of course. that such spatial models are imperfect means for describing psychological
processes and relationships The GenTIanphilosopher, Max Scheler,<used the model in
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]9] 6 for a description of emotional life. His pupil, Nicolai Hartmann,s finally. built a

complete ontological, ethical, arid aesthetic system of philosophy on the strata model. In
addition to depth psychology and philosophy, strata models have been used successfully
in other areas. In 1938, Erich Rothacker6 gave us a summary of their application to
anthropology and characterology. Many other disciplines (like brain physiology, biology,
and pedagogy)also adoptedthe strata model.7 For the analysisofIiterature in particular, it
was first used in large scale by Roman Ingarden,8 the Polish philosopher and pupil of the
founder of Phenomenology, Edmund Husserl.9

The application ofa strata model to the analysis ofliterature is mainly pragmatically
motivated. The literary scholar or the interpreter of literature is less concerned with
philosophical insights than with an objective comprehension of the literary work. Beyond
that, slhe wishes to understand other, mainly psychological, phenomena observable within
a literary context. Thus strata poetics isjustified as a tool of cognition and systematization
only insofar as ityields insights that could not have been gained otherwise. The philosophical
dispute as to the justificatiqn of strata'models as such will be of no concern in this paper.

Strata models are systems of categories that we project upon phenomena in order to
make sense of them. They correspond to a synthetic mode of thinking, which attempts to
strike a balance between the observation of universal laws and the description of individual
characteristics. Like most concepts in the humanities, they do not limit, but rather serve to
accentuate observed phenomena. They group together certain aspects of Iiterature into
unified strata of systems which can be said to stand in a relation to one,another comparable
to that of psychological strata within the human personality.

The correspondence between the stratification of the human personality and that of
its products, especially the work of art, can be understood in psychological terms: when an
artist creates a work of art, he does so under the influence of the various strata of his
personality. These strata can participate in differing degrees (creating more "emotional"
or "cerebral" art, for example). In the process of reception, corresponding psychological
strata in the audience will resonate in varying degrees (e.g., the work of art will have a
mainly "emotional" or "cerebral" impact). In this way it can be explained that not all art
appeals equally to any receiver. A degree of "readiness" granted by a correspondence in
the strata-structure between artist, work of art, and receiver will promote the reception of'
art.

Because of the comparability of the stratification of the literary work of art on the
one hand, and of the personality of the poet and of the receiver on the other. strata models
point beyond the literary realm. If strata are to be viewed as categories applicable to both
the human personality and its products, they must correspond to ontological as well as to
psychological laws.
II. Hartmann and Ingarden p

Hartmann and lngarden are the on]y two thinkers who ap~ied strata models
systematically to aesthetic phenomena, but neither compared his findings with the other's
in a constructive manner. 10

While systematic studies of the "ambiance" of literary works and of certain
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relationships in style between various arts gained more and more acceptance, a theoretical
inquiry into ontological questions as to the different modes of existence of various forms
of art was generally avoided. However, it is only in comparison to the ontological structure
of other kinds of art (that is. their varying "stratification") that literature can be fitl(v
understood. .

Roman Ingarden has had a notable impact on literary theory, starting with the so
called ""immanentinterpretation" school11 in Germany following Wor!d War II and
continuing in some American publications that look back to Husserl's phenomenology
and its usefulness for the cognition of literature.!2 Nicolai Hartmann, on the other hand.
seems to be forgotten for the time being. 13 H is works on ethics are known to some specialists

in religion, but his theories of aesthetics, based on the same ontological strata model, seem
to be widely unknown. Even works in cultural anthropology that use the same model, or a
very similar one, mention him only sparingly or not at all. .Considering the importance of
his basic premises and the richness of his observations, this is an injustice and should be
corrected.

The attacks that were occasionaJly aimed at Hartmann's general ontology should
not apply to his aesthetics: Since, according to him, the aesthetic object exists only for the
recipient of art (contrary to the object of cognition), a discussion of Hartmann's "realistic
ontology" and its epistemological assumptions 14 can be here omitted. Neither should we
lament the somewhat scarce treatment of societal determinants, which Georg Lukacs,!5
who otherwise thinks highly of Hartmann, accuses him of. For an aesthetics, which
understands itself as an ontology of art, societal factors belong only in so far to the work of
art as they have been integrated into it, just as do psychological and philosophical factors.
They certainly become part of the strata of the work described by Hartmann.

In spite of their very different reception, Hartmann and Ingarden have much in
commonl6; They both stood in the middle of the idealism-realism controversy, and both
decided in favor of realism by insisting that epistemology would have to be re-constructed
out of ontology, and not vice versa. That is in Hartmann's case surprising, since it meant
opposing the German idealistic tradition. 17 For Ingarden, this decision has been explained
with the influence by the Polish analytical school, from which he came. J8 Both were
influenced by Scheler as well as by Husserl's phenol1)enology. Both, however, did not
follow the transcendental idealism of the later Husser! (and even less Heidegger's
existentialism), but rather insisted on a patiently detailed analysis of existing objects (to
which both counted art objects), that is to say, on a kind of phenomenological realism.

Both saw the work of art as an "intentional object" (lngarden's term). based 10
reality and therefore lasting. but depending on the creative act of the ajlthor as well as on
the act of reception by the audience. Both saw it mainly as a "stratified object'" and both
saw the problems in using such special metaphors. Lastly, both saw the relationship between
the general ontological strata model and that specifically focused on literature. Hartmann.
however, much more so than lngarden, and that is, where their differences start:

One of the first problems one encounters in comparing these two attempts at a
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stratified theory of art is whether one should design individual strata models for each art
(music, painting, sculpture, literature, etc.) or, instead, one comprehensive model
accommodating all of them. The former method was used by Ingarden whereas Hartmann
used one comprehensive model.!9 It seems, however, that one of the greatest benefits of
"Strata aesthetics", namely the possibility of comparing, describing, and defining the arts
according to the way they use the available strata, would be lost if we used different models.
For the purpose of comparative analysis one comprehensive system serves us better than
many since, as stated previously, strata models are merely systems of categories, which we
project upon phenomena in order to better distinguish them.

Such a unified system should also be based on the ontological strata model,
encompassing inorganic, organic, emotional, and spiritual levels of existence in the world,
since works of 311are anchored in reality. We project the same categories simultaneously
on art as well as on its surrounding reality. By using the same strata, we are enabled to
compare art objects with other objects in ontological terms. The simple division into four
levels of existence (material, biological, psychological, and intellectual, or whatever they
may be called) can be further subdivided for aesthetic considerations, but its sequence
cannot be changed. This claim may be justified by the following quotation from Hartmann:
"The same strata that could be shown in the real world can also be found in the work of art
and have to be run through by the spectator: first a material level (in the work of art,
probably two), then one oflife[lyness), then one of emotion, and finally a spiritual one."20

Another reason for following Hartmann in this respect is the fact that Ingarden, in
contrast to Hartmann, finds his strata simply by a phenomenological analysis of the arts. In
Ingarden's later book, The Recognition afthe Literary Work of Art, 21he describes the ways
in which we realize the various strata. However, he never goes so far as to demonstrate
points of correspondence between the strata in the personality structure of the artist and
the receiver on the one hand, and the aesthetical structure of the work of art on the other
hand. One reason for this is that Ingarden, at least officially, was not interested in the
psychological aspects of literature. He also did not apply strata models to human beings,
which had been the main concern of psychology and anthropology for quite a while. as
best demonstrated by Rothacker's book. Rothacker even indicated points of correspondence
in strata between human beings and their world of experience as stated in the following
quote: "... substantial strata, characterized by autonomous laws, correspond to their
correlated 'environments' ... zones of meaning, aimed only at them, which they derive
from reality according to their intrinsic organization, and which offer them stimulation."22
If we consider that not only art but also nature, and even inanimate environments can
provide us with an aesthetic experience, we can better understand Rothacker's meaning.
"Manipulated" nature or environments (such as gardens, flower arrangements. or
architecture) form a transition from art to "real" (or un-manipulated) nature.

Hartmann, as mentioned before, bases his complete ontology on a strata model.
This allows him to see the work of art as "just another" stratified object. Granted. this
object may have a more complex stratification than any other kind, but nevertheless it is
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based on the ontological model. We will later see that this enables him and us to more
clearly define so far unexplained phenomena through the use of points of correspondence
in the particular strata between author, receiver, the work of art itself, and the world in
which it participatesY In this way, we attain a system whereby the strata are connected in
two directions, namely "from the bottom up" (each stratum is supported onto logically by
the one "below", its existence made onto logically possible by the one beneath it) and
"from the top down" (each stratum is structurally determined by the one above it).

We cannot detail here the other problems connected with establishing a model of
this kind.24It suffices to state that one of Ingarden's strata25had to be discarded entirely,
since it did not seem to have ontological validity. It is important though that those strata
that were retained (or newly established) obey the two ontological laws agreed upon by
Ingarden and Hartmann. These are, in short: ] The strata can be subdivided in varying
degrees, but their basic order may not be changed. 2. The lower stratum is always stronger
and autonomous, but supplies the materia] for the higher level, which in turn has room for
higher principles. .
III. Synthesis of Hartmann's and Ingarden's Strata Models

The following is a brief sketch of a combination of Ingarden's and Hartmann's
strata:

(1) The first stratum, the Material of the work, corresponds to the inorganic stratum
in ontological systems. Under "material" one understands color, stone, clay, etc., and in
literature the words oflanguage, which are already "objectified spirit"(Scheler), this making
the strata relationship in literature especially complex.

(2) The Order in material, its coordination and the mutual relationship of its parts,
which makes possible and determines the appearance of other strata, but must not be
confused with the formation of all strata.

(3) The Representational Aspect of ordered material, the apparent objectivity,
corresponding to the organic stratum in the ontological system.

(4) The appearance of Motion and Life in (at least partially) representationally
ordered material, corresponding to the biological-animalistic world.

(5) The (still momentary) Psychological Aspect in lifelike, representationally
ordered material, feelings and moods together with their expressive character, corresponding
to the psychic stratum in the ontological system.

(6) Action or the Temporal Continuum in psychologically expressive, lifelike.
representationally ordered material.

(7) Depiction of Personality in material which is experienced in a temporal
continuum, and is psychologically expressive, lifelike, and representationally ordered.

(8) The Symbolic, Significant, Supra-personal, and Supra-temporal aspect
(which concerns us all) of the Fate of a personality (see above). corresponding to the
intellectual stratum in the ontological system.

(9) The general way offeeling about the world, the attitude toward it, experience
of it, and ideas ("Weltanschauung") of the poet, expressed by the exemplary nature of the
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fate of a personality, (as above).
Read from "tront to rear"(as presented here), the nine strata ofthis model become

increasingly abstract and general. As I have attempted to express in my formulation, each
stratum makes the subsequent one ontologically possible. At the same time, theforming
of the more abstract strata determines the forming of the strata that sustain them. For
literary works of art, the foreground and middle strata are decisive. The background strata
concern psychology and philosophy just as much as they do aesthetics. This model should
be applicable to all forms of (at least partially) representational art, though not to art
which is completely non-objective.
JV. Advantages of Strata Models

The advantage of strata models lies in their clarification of abstract relationships of
characteristics and complexes of characteristics. There is, however, the danger of
interference by geological or biological notions. 1he concept pairs "high-low", "above-
below", "exterior- interior", or even "outer-inner" or "shallow-deep", may suggest incorrect
ideas of space. The character of literature as art consists precisely in the appearance
(Erscbeinen) of several qualitatively different strata, one behind the other. Therefore, it
might be more appropriate to speak of foreground, middle, and background strata.

The only justification for a system of this kind lies in its usefulness, whic,h can be
ascertained by asking: what can it make us see that we could not see without it? - Below a
few examples for possible applications starting with insights of a general scope and ending
with more specific observations.
V. The Question: What is Art?

In comparison to other kinds of objects (e.g., a practical object or commodity like
a chair, or a pragmatic literary genre with mainly informative functions, e.g., a scientific
treatise), the work of art can be now defined in its ontological uniqueness.26 It differs. at
least potentiaJly, trom all other objects in the richness of its stratification. Our speciaJ
relationship to art can be explained by the fact that only art has as many strata as our own
personality strUl;:ture.Our aesthetic experience consists in penetrating several strata, trom
the texture of the foreground to the last strata of meaning. In con!rast, the contemplation of
a chair carries us, at best, through three strata: (I) the material, (2) its order, al1d (3) the
function, purpose or usefulness of the object. A scholarly tract might present us with
something that resembles eight of our strata, however in a different relationship. In art
(e.g., a novel) one stratum appears behind another, as in real life (e.g., meaning behind the
mimic expression of an agitated face), whereas in pragmatic language, the contents of
other strata are merely "talked about" or "referred to", one at a time. The strata are not
"built" on one another.

This circumvention of mediating strata is only possible in language because of the
double function of its first stratum, material. The material of the other arts (color, clay,
tones, etc.) is mere "material" and only gains meaning in its configuration in later strata.
On the other hand, the material of language, namely the words, is alfeady charged with
meaning, or as Max Scheler would have said, it is already "objectified intellect". This
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kind of meaning, adhering to our words by long established convention, is also used for
non-artistic, theoretical statements. Language can therefore be used in two ways: one
resembles the use of color to build, stratum by stratum, a world that acquires meaning. The
way is a linguistic system that combines symbols with pre-established meaning.

In the first, artistic, mode, the artist guides us through one stratum after another.
We are made to experience them, each "appearing" behind the other, as in real life. The
poet might describe a person in some characteristic activity and make us interpret the
psychological meaning of these actions, as we would in an actual encounter. The poet does
not formulate the meaning directly. In the pragmatic mode, however, an author would
theorize about psychological processes by naming them with abstract and precise terms.
Of course, both ways can be used in combination, For example, an author can allow a
person to theorize and thereby characterize himself. Or an author can sketch reality
alternately through description arid direct statements. Distinctions of this complexity
between poetic and theoretical prose can best be made with the help of the strata model.
VI. The Comparison ("mutual illumination") of the Arts

The special character of any kind of art can be much better described by use of the
strata concept. A classic example of a problem that could not be solved before the arrival
of strata aesthetics is that of the special position of music within the other c.Lrts.27How
many strata does music normally have? lngarden said only one, whereas Hartmann
distinguished several. Ifmore than one, how is it possible that music, as an "abstract art",
obviously can dispense with the middle stratum (of representation of appearing reality)
without the higher strata collapsing? In general terms: how can music impress us with (and
elicit in us) emotion, or even "Weltanschauung" (world view) as in great works such as
Beethoven's Ninth or Bach's Passion ofS't. Matthews, and yet contain no appearing reality
(human beings, landscapes, etc.) in which or "behind which" emotions could appear? What
allows us to skip one or more strata and still have powerful emotional experiences?

Careful stratological analysis reveals that this is because in the second stratum in
music the material is coordinated in two ways, "vertically" (in harmonies that could be
compared to color combinations in a painting) and "horizontally" (in motifs, melodies,
etc., that develop in time). What the painting looses by its static character in the second
stratum, it has to re-gain by the concreteness of its third stratum. In the fine arts. we have
to project (by way of association) movement and the experience of liveliness into the
objects and persons depicted in the third stratum. In music, this is not necessary since the
sounds themselves move in time (the time of performance), unfold in melodies. increase
and fade away in crescendi and decrescendi. The experience of movement, the fourth
stratum, is promoted by the musical time structure and can therefore "rest" directly on the
second stratum of coordinated material. The omission of the third stratum (of depicted
reality) therefore only seems to make an exception to the ontological laws of stratification.
according to which each stratum has to be supported by the next lower (more concrete)
one. Music is the only art that can afford to be abstract (non representational) and still
convey emotional experience because its very medium is motion in time. Motion for us
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contains expression because we are used to experiencing it as the expression of something
alive. Fast motions we call "lively". Lack of motion is being experienced as "lifeless".
Therefore, we project emotional qualities directly into the (real) motion of music, just as
into the (associated) motion of depicted reality in a painting. Therefore, in music, the
stratum of coordinated material can carry emotional qualities ontologically.28
VII. Marxist Theory and the Strata Model

Even sociological aspects ofliterature can be illuminated with the help ofthe strata
model, if we do not limit its application to the observation of phenomena within literature
(the same is done by psychological and psycho-analytical interpretation). As an example,
let us refer briefly to the old topic of discussion between Marxists and their adversaries,
whether literature is determined by economics, and if so, how? This questions the kind of
relationship existing between the socioeconomic base of society and the cultural
superstructure that includes literature. Let us recall Marx's famous statement of 1859:29
''The ways of material production determine the social, political, and intellectual life process.
It is not the consciousness of men that determines their modes of existence, but rather their
social existence that determines their consciousness." Engels illustrated this in ] 845 with
an example:30 "Raffael, as well as any other artist, is determined by previous technical
progress in the arts, by the organization of society and division oflabor where he lived ...
Whether an individual like Raffael is able to develop his talent depends completely on the
demand for his talent. This, in turn, is dependent on the division of labor and the resufting
progress in education."

Originally, our consciousness was seen merely as a reflection of the outside world.
However, as Lenin noticed, this reflection of reality in our const:iousness is "not a simple,
unmediated, mirror-like, dead activity, but rather a complicated, ambiguous one in zigzag-
curves that entails the possibility of phantasy evading life."3; Later, in 1890, Engels refined
his economic determinism when he admitted that economic conditions couldn't directly
influence the intellectual life of a nation. They can only affect the political stratum next to
them and will reach the cultural level only via intermediaries. Peter Demet:z;32summarizes
these more sophisticated visions:

"Engels' letters of his late years sketch a hierarchically ordered conception of
economies and creative intellect. The economic basis seems to be expanded through the
influence of Taine's concepts: the superstructure unfolds into a surprising complexity of
intellectual fields. The relationship between foundation and superstructure is now
characterized by the possibility of mutual interaction; moreover, this interaction is subject
to the scientifically indeterminate effects of 'a whole series of accidents'. There is no
longer a direct contact between more distant spheres; economics may exert its influence
upon the neighboring area of politics, but it can no longer force the more distant sphere of
literature directly under its tyranny. The more abstract fields of the superstructure are only
lightly touched by economic impulses. which, in turn, are subjected to serious
metamorphoses on their way through the intermediate levels. Undoubtedly the creative
intellect acquires a new dignity: the higher its achievement rises above the economic basis.
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the more freely the laws of its own being will operate once more."
It is remarkable that here also the ontological laws of stratification are valid, i.e.,

that each stratum has to "rest" on another, and that none can be skipped. Which strata
could be distinguished was indicated in 1955 by S. W. Plechanow:J3 "The artistic activity
is one of those which are most removed from the economic base. [...] We have here the
following: !.the state of productive forces, 2.economy, 3.social order [...], 4.psychology,
and 5. ideology". How much these strata resemble the ontological ones does not have to be
shown. In a similar manner, Engels analyzed the relationship in I&90. For Stalin these
stratified interactions were too complicated.'4 He denied any intermediary steps between
base and superstructure. Sophisticated Marxists, like Georg Lukacs, even recognized the
possibility of a twofold determination: an ontological one "from the bottom up", and a
structural one :'from the top down". Once the upper strata have been establ ished, they have
a life of their Qwn to a certain degree, and can influence the lower ones. All kinds of
tension can develop between cultural strata, i.e., those that have no real base <!nylonger in
the lower one, and the socioeconomic base. But finally, according to all Marxists, the
lower strata are going to win out. After so many refinements have been built into the basi,
Marxist doctrine, even many "bourgeois" scholars would probably agree.

Among the more narrowly defined problems that Strata Poetics might be able to
offer solutions to, the following might be representative:
VIII. Structure

By now it becomes apparent that what we usually call "structure" in a literary work
of art is nothing but the interaction of its strata as described above. Analysis of structure is
therefore really analysis of strata, and this doubtlessly was in Wolfgang Kayser's or Emil
Staiger's mind when they explained the concept of structure. Herman Meyer phrased it as
follows: "Form and content are both material in the literary work of art ... they belong to its
structure insofar as they interact and help constitute the esthetic order of the work."]; The
distinction of subject (theme or topic), from form and content (meaning or message) is not
contradictory to the strata mode1. In comparison, however, it is rather coarse-meshed.
Nicolai Hartmann has opened our eyes to the fact that even the form of art is always graded
or stratified;J6 that is to say, each stratum has its own form. This is evidenced by the fact
that we can ask about each stratum (from material to world experience) with WHAT as
well with HOW. If, for example, we deal in the second stratum of poetry vfith sensibly
ordered word material, we would still have to ask how it is ordered (style). The various
levels can only exist in a certain form, be it good or bad. It is therefore as inappropriate to
ask for the form of a literary work of art, as it is to confuse the content with the material of
poetry. The content has, according to our model, at least four levels. Formation can apply
to the psychological as well as to the representational level or the word material. Even
meaning can comprise four to five levels.

Structural analysis has always rightly stressed the interaction of levels more than
the levels themselves. Hartmann shows that "the formation of a single stratum, isolated,
taken for itse if, is not esthetic formation at aJi ... The latter only begins with the succession
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of formations of various kinds."37
If for a moment we take as the "meaning of poetry" its last three levels, we would

have to ask: how is it conveyed? The answer is: as in life. It is usually not stated directly,
but appears in the external behavior of man, often merely in a small but typical segment of
his environment; in short, in what is depicted by the preceding strata. The useful term
transparency (Transparenz) therefore is to be understood as a shining of the last level
through the first ones.

Why does the pbet have to choose th is detour, as Goethe demanded so emphatically
("Shape, artist! Don't talk!")? Why can slhe not state directly, what slhe wishes to tell us?
Because he can only make us "see" whatever slhe wants to show. The strata become
increasingly more abstract as they recede. If slhe supplies us merely with psychological
concepts, we have to flesh them out with intuition and imagination.

What about the seemingly shrewd distinction of "intention of the author" and
"intention of the work,"38if we understand "'intention" here in the sense of our ninth stratum?
- It proves to be false and misleading, since it intimates the notion, that anything could
"flow into" the work that does not come (consciously or unconsciously) from the author.
Assuming a basic conformity of strata in the author and in his work, it becomes easily
understandable that not only the conscious levels of the poet's personal ity shape the work,
but also the unconscious ones (in varying degrees according to the type of author). This
unconscious transference can even be extended: the poet is shaped by unconscious
influences from his environment. In turn he shapes his work, which in its turn projects
unconscious stimuli back into its social environment (the audience).
IX. Genre

Structures that qualify especially weJl as vehicles for expression of our standard
experiences are repeated with slight variations. We call them "genres" or "kinds". The
strata of the literary work of art solidify at the same time into the individual structure of the
specific work and into the relatively constant structure of the genre, depending on one's
point of view. Therefore, genres can be defined as groupings of literature having
resemblances in the structure of their strata that especially qual(fy them for expressing
basic human attitudes (Grundhaltungen) and experiences (Grunderlehnisse). From their
only relative constancy (as opposed to classes in the natural sciences). it follows that they
are not limiting, but rather accentuating or "idea)" concepts. Various genres are fixed
structurally in varying degrees, e.g., the sonnet more so than the novel.

The strata of a genre are held together by the same double dependency which also
characterizes each single literary work: on the one hand, each level can only exist on the
foundation of those under it; on the other hand, its character is determined by higher ones.39

Only literature of a grand scope (epic poem, novel, drama) develops aJl levels. But
it seems that. in the single work as well as in a genre, no intermediate level may be omitted
totally, since the next higher one always has to rest upon it. Even ~vrical poetry, which does
not contain action and conflict and which goes directly from the sphere ofthe external (2)
or the representational (3) to the stratum or moods and emotions (5), onh \eems to constitute
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an exception. In reality even here the level of actions or life in movement (4) is not omitted
totaJly: the voice assumed by the poet (das "sprechende Ich") with which we identify as
much as with the epic or dramatic figure, substitutes for the missing level. Without it, the
literary work could n~t exist. For even if it often seems so, it is impossible that things
speak to us directly. They are dead without the personal perspective of the "lyrical I",
however much the latter may be fused with them. Nevertheless, the characteristic manner
and intensity in which the lyrical speaker is stilJ present does contribute to the distinction
of lyrical genres like sonnet and song, (New perspectives may be gained from these views
for the examination of so-calJed "cone-rete poesy."40) _

"Ontological", "phenomenological", or "psychological" descriptions of genre do
not exclude the historical one; rather they found and complement it. If one knows how
something is constituted (ontological description) and why (psychological), the question
of the historical and sociological circumstances under which it developed in a specific
way is still not made superfluous, On the other hand, one only fztl~vunderstands the history
and environmental relation of any phenomenon following an examination under the aspects
mentioned earlier.
X. The "Three Unities"

One aspect of the stratified formation of tragedy can be seen in the "three unities"
much discussed since Aristotle. Their purpose is to aid concentration on a main effect
(catharsis). In light of what has been said, we now instead of discussing only three unities
have to discuss the unity of the linguistic "material", the style, the representational formation
of a segment of the world depicted, and the unity of the characters, together with their
mimetic and linguistic deJineation and psychological motivation, the unity of their actions
and fates, and finally, that of their exemplary significance, which in turn reveals the unified
world view of the author through theme and content.- AIJ of these strata, if executed
improperly, can distract the concentration of the audience.- The unity of action, which
Lessing considered to be most important, is primarily related to the sixth and seventh
strata, which directly sustain the stratum of symbolic representation. - The unity ojplace
simply indicates that important energies in the drama can remain free for concentration on
higher strata, if the objective aspect of the third stratum needs to be executed only once.
and then remains unchanged, The unity of time takes into consideration the Joss of interest.
which may occur if characters are presented in overly long time intervals. Our identification
with the protagonist is endangered if we must first ascertain whether he/she is stIli the
same and his/her situation has not changed decisivel:_
XI. Artistic and Aesthetic Value:

Value categories Iike "immanent truth". "appropriateness to the material",
"adequacy", "functionality", "economy", "honesty", "verisimilitude", "genuinenes:,", etc.
(partly overlapping as they are), may be assigned to certain strata as criteria for their
formation.

More important is Jngarden's differentiation between artistic and aesthetic values
based in artistic and aesthetic objects. The artistic obiect (or artifact) contains "spots of
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indeterminacy" in all of its strata (e.g., the poet cannot tell or describe everything, the
painter cannot depict everything, etc.). The recipient has to fill these in, which amounts to
a "quasi-creative" act and can account to a large degree for the pleasure in experiencing
art. Of course, this act of "concretizing" (konkretisieren) the spots of indeterminacy will
be different in each case, depending on the personality structure and "horizon of
expectations" (Jauss41) of the recipients. We know that the latter can change even within
the same viewer in different stages of his/her development. For example, works that did
not appeal to us in our youth later "open up" after we have acquired the maturity needed
for their appreciation. We can therefore say that to each "artistic object" belong as many
"aesthetic objects" as the former finds recipients.

Artistic values are only potential ones, since they (or better: some of them) have to
be realized as aesthetic values in each individual act of "concretization" of an artistic
artifact through a receiver. Even this act can be analyzed in terms of the strata model if we
ask, for example, which strata have been determined ("filled in") more strongly by the
author, and which leave more freedom for the creativity of the recipient (e.g., naturalism,
leaving less freedom in the middle strata than symbolism, and so forth).
XII. "Stra'ta Poetics" and the Question of Literary Value

What we often take to be value criteria (e. g., Roman Ingarden's or Nicolai
Hartmann's description of the stratification of a "literary work of art", the concept of
"autonomy", or the criterion of "unity" or "wholeness" of a work of literature) are in
reality merely structural, ontological, or phenomenological characterizations of a very
general nature, which can also be applied to "kitsch" or trivial literature. "Strata Poetics"
has universal validity, but does not penetrate to an adequate aesthetical evaluation of
literature. It might have done so, ifits proponents would have succeeded in a more detailed
and precise description of our experience of the stratification of literature. This, however,
seems to be only possible for individual cases and not in general. Strata theory only describes
pre-conditions for the aesthetical impact of literature in the process of the foreground-
strata becoming transparent for the background-strata. (Nicolai Hartmann describes it as
our "penetrating" the strata.)

Literary value,just as aesthetic value in general, seems to be a culturafly determined
projection. Strictly speaking, instead of "values" we should only speak of "possibilities"
or "pre-conditions for the projection of values." We always have to ask: Value for whom.'?
Value is something that we endow artifacts with; not groups (or genres) of artifacts, but
rather individual ones. Therefore, it does not make sense to talk about "values of the
novel" (in general or as a genre), but rather of the value of a certain novel for a certain
(type of) reader. Evaluation is not the task of poetics, but rather of individual interpretation.

In conclusion, we would be hard pressed to decide whether the strata model has
been more fruitful for observations within literature or for comparing the latter with the
other arts. Both endeavors have protited immensely from the application of the strata
model. Neither Hartmann nor Ingarden, its two initiators, limited his observations to
literature. Both enlarged the scope of"strata poetics" to that of "strata aesthetics," providing
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us with profound insights into the mode of being as well as into various other aspects of
the arts.
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